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ABSTRACT This paper describes the design, experiments, and quantitative force comparison of a Pipe
Inspection RObot named PI-RO II using the enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism to amplify the traction.
This study aims to develop an inspection robot for long, narrow, and complex pipes requiring large traction,
propulsion, and flexibility. Many types of pipe inspection robots using soft pneumatic actuators were
proposed in conventional studies, focusing on compatibility, high-power characteristics, and flexibility. In
a previous study, we proposed a linear antagonistic mechanism allowing the inspection robot to generate
both high traction and propulsion with flexibility in narrow pipes. The large extension force of an extension
actuator is distributed to the traction and propulsion. However, when large propulsion was required, traction
was insufficient because the extension force of an actuator was distributed to traction and propulsion.
Furthermore, the traction is decreased because the actuator’s elongation/contraction length is absorbed
due to the changing robot’s movement path in the bending pipe. This paper described an enhanced linear
antagonistic mechanism that amplified traction through the active force of multiple integrated pneumatic
actuators even when large propulsion is required. Moreover, a design method is explained to keep PI-RO II’s
axis consistent with the center of the pipe. PI-RO II in this study inspected an upward pipeline with a length
of 4.5 m, including 5 elbow pipes three times consecutively within approximately 1250 s, respectively. The
function value that compares the traction and propulsion considering the effects of the applied pressure
and pipe diameter required for long-distance inspection is more than 1.79 times that of the other related
studies. This function value allows a comparison of the sum of traction and propulsion values of various
pneumatically driven pipe inspection robots by non-dimensionalizing the inner diameter of the pipe and the
pressure. This result shows PI-RO II has the possibility to generate large traction even when large propulsion
is required. Therefore, we believe that the proposed mechanism will improve the moving efficiency of the
pipe inspection robots.

INDEX TERMS Traction amplification method, enhancing linear antagonistic mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many long, narrow, complex pipes convey various fluent
in the factory. These pipes corrode due to long-term use,
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decreasing transporting efficiency and fluid quality. visually
inspects with the camera pushed into the pipe. However,
inspecting the entire pipeline in a long, narrow pipe with
multiple bends is difficult, because friction between the endo-
scope and the inner pipe wall prevents the transition of
the operator’s hand force to the endoscope tip. Therefore,
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an in-Pipe Inspection Robot is required instead of the push-in
endoscope.

There are many types of in-pipe inspection robots, such
as wheel-type [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], snake-type [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], cilia vibration type [13], spirochete type [14],
[15], earthworm type [16], [17], [18], [19] and inchworm-
type [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].
Many wheel-type, snake-type in-pipe inspection robots are
driven by the rotational force of an electric motor. These
robots tend to be large when pulling endoscopes and other
wirings with large forces. Therefore, these robots are diffi-
cult to apply to long-distance, narrow pipe inspections. The
cilia vibration type and the spirochete type have relatively
compact mechanisms. Nevertheless, these robots are difficult
to apply to long-distance inspections because of the low
traction due to their structure. The earthworm type is often
driven by fluid pressure. They are composed of multiple
connected segments. These segments’ radial expansion and
axial contraction are transmitted from the front to the back to
propagate while gripping the pipe. The large axial contraction
due to fluid pressure provides large traction even with a small
mechanism. However, the propulsion depends on the passive
elasticity of the segment’s material. The material becomes
rigid to obtain large propulsion and the robot lacks flexibility.

In contrast, the inchworm type has connected gripping
parts and extension parts. The gripping parts hold the robot
inside the pipe, while the extension parts extend the robot
to move the robot forward. The large extension force from
the fluid pressure provides a large propulsion even with a
compact structure. Nevertheless, traction depends on passive
elasticity. Therefore, the large passive elasticity reduces flex-
ibility. Thus, developing a compact, flexible robot that can
enhance both traction and propulsion has been difficult. So,
there is a need to develop a compact robot to amplify both
traction and propulsion with flexibility.

This study aims to develop a flexible in-Pipe Inspection
Robot capable of enhancing traction and propulsion using
a large force generated by hydrodynamic actuators. The
goal is to achieve long-distance, small-diameter, complex
pipe inspection with the in-Pipe Inspection Robot. Thus,
we considered the force generation principles using a fluid
pressure-driven actuator in a narrow pipe. The force gener-
ated by fluid pressure was determined by multiplying the
cross- sectional area by the pressure. The integrated force
was not increased because the actuators in parallel had a
divided cross- sectional area in the pipe. Therefore, consider-
ing the principle of fluid pressure force, a system with large
traction and propulsion by serially concatenated actuators
in a long, narrow pipe was needed. Therefore, we proposed
the linear antagonistic mechanism. The mechanism consisted
of a gripping actuator to fix the robot sandwiched by two
extension actuators. The distance between the two end faces
of the two extension actuators was constrained not to change.
When one of the extension actuators was actively extended

while the central gripping actuator was fixed in the pipe, the
other extension actuator was forced to contract. Thus, the
mechanism could exert both traction and propulsions through
the active extension fluid pressure force.

In a previous study [29], [30], we developed an in-Pipe
Inspection Robot PI-RO and PI-RO II (Pipe Inspection
Robot) having a linear antagonistic mechanism. The PI-RO
had 2.57 times higher Dimensionless evaluation function for
the sum of the traction and propulsion force than the other
works considering differences in applied pressure and pipe
inner diameter [29]. Furthermore, the PI-RO was achieved to
move in the pipe with an inner diameter of 28 mm, a length of
11.7 m, and a bend. However, PI-RO had less traction when
exerting a large propulsion to pass through a bending pipe.
This is because the linear antagonistic mechanism distributed
the force with one actuator into the traction and propulsion.
Therefore, PI-RO II was devised to enhance the traction, and
initial studies were conducted [30]. However, the robot in
the previous study could not pass through the curved pipe
because the travel path of PI-RO II changed in the bends, and
the actuator’s displacement was not efficiently converted into
PI-RO II’s displacement. Particularly, when passing through
a series of bends over a short distance, a large displacement
is required, therefore, PI-RO II’s traction was lacking at a
series of bends of long pipes. Moreover, PI-RO II with the
enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism and other robots was
not quantitatively compared, hence, the effectiveness of the
mechanism was not demonstrated.

This paper describes an enhanced linear antagonistic
mechanism increasing traction with high propulsion and flex-
ibility considering pipe radius of curvature, as shown in
Fig. 1. Therefore, PI-RO II incorporating this mechanismwas
developed to inspect pipes similar to a factory pipe, with a
maximum length of 20 m, an inner diameter of 35.5 mm,
stainless steel material of, and up to 8 bends. Assembling
the robot within the limited space of a pipe to increase the
traction by simply increasing the number of actuators in
a linear antagonistic mechanism was difficult. This is due
to the increase in wiring to drive the actuators. Therefore,
we increased the traction without significantly increasing
the number of actuators. Specifically, the actuators used in
the linear antagonistic mechanism were regarded as variable
stiffness springs, and the spring constant was increased by
synthesizing. Moreover, the diameter of the extension unit
was designed to reduce the loss caused by force for Yaw and
Pitch directions in a bend from PI-RO II’s path changemodel.

In section II, the design method of PI-RO II is described,
and in section III, the configuration of PI-RO II and its
basic characteristics related to traction and propulsion are
described. Section V discusses the results of the comparison
of the traction and propulsion and flexibility of the PI-RO II
based on the evaluation function. Finally, sectionVI describes
the summary and future work. The contributions of this paper
are listed below.
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FIGURE 1. The concept of the enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism.

FIGURE 2. Operation pattern of pipe inspection robot (PI-RO) II moving
in ① to ⑥.

FIGURE 3. A path model of pipe inspection robot (PI-RO) II in passing
through an elbow pipe. (a) The travel path of (iii), as shown in Fig. 2.
(b) The travel path of (iv), as shown in Fig. 2.

- A model for PI-RO II with a mechanism to pass through
a bend was developed, and its performance was demonstrated
by experiments.

- The robot with the enhanced linear antagonistic mecha-
nism to enhance traction was developed and the traction and
propulsion were measured.

- The quantitative comparison was made with the other
in-pipe robots based on the dimensionless index regarding the
pipe’s inner diameter and applied pressure.

II. DESIGN
This section describes the enhanced linear antagonistic mech-
anism concept, a designmethod, amodel of PI-RO II’s path in
the bending pipe, and the design of the extension and gripping
units and configuration of PI-RO II to reduce changes in the
travel path.

A. LINEAR ANTAGONISTIC MECHANISM AND ITS
CHALLENGES
A previous study proposed a linear antagonistic mechanism
composed of an actuator that fixed the mechanism location
connected to two extension units [29]. This paper presents
the mechanism with enhanced pulling force to increase the
traction of the in-Pipe Inspection Robot.

The extension units had nonlinear spring characteristics in
the axial direction when the applied pressure was constant
[29]. Increasing the synthesized spring constants of multiple
extension units led to an increase in pulling force. Table 1
shows the parameters used in the synthesis, and Table 2
shows the method of synthesizing spring constants and spring
constants. The synthesized spring constants increased above
the average of k1 and k2 in I. and III. and decreased in II.I. did
not increase the spring constant in the narrow pipe due to the
division of the cross- sectional area. Therefore, we proposed
an enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism based on the
synthesis method of III. to increase the traction.

B. ENHANCED LINEAR ANTAGONISTIC MECHANISM
An enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism operation is
shown in Fig. 1. This mechanism consisted of three exten-
sion units A’, B’, C’, and three tendons. Also, the linkage
parts of each unit were actively fixed and released. When
the right-side linkage parts were fixed, the active push-in
force acted on end-face A from the active pushing force of
extension unit A’, and the pushing force was transmitted to
end-face B by the tendon connected to end-face A. Simulta-
neously, the active pushing force of the extension unit B’ and
the passive contracting force of the extension unit C’ were
transmitted to the end-face B.

Fig. 2 shows the propulsion FPro and the traction FTra
generated by the mechanism in Eqs. (1) and (2) using the
definitions in Table 1. From Eq. (1), the force acting on the
end-face B, which is converted traction FTra, is (2fa + fs)/
(fa + fs) times larger than that of the linear antagonistic
mechanism [29]. When fa is sufficiently large relative to fs,
FTra is twice.

FPro = fa (1)

FTra = 2fa + fs (2)

C. CONFIGURATION AND MOVEMENT PATTERNS OF
PI-RO II
Fig. 2 shows the operation pattern configuration of PI-RO II.
PI-RO II consisted of three gripping units and three exten-
sion units. In a preliminary experiment, when a force in
the Yaw and Pitch direction from a pulling object acted on
the rearmost PI-RO II, the rearmost extension unit bent, and
the extension force was difficult to be transmitted. There-
fore, the gripping unit was connected at the rearmost part to
keep the extension unit’s axis parallel with the pipe axis to
efficiently convert the extension unit’s force as traction.

The operation of PI-RO II is described below. (i) The three
gripping units griped a pipe while the central extending unit
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TABLE 1. List of symbols and nomenclatures of the linear antagonistic
mechanisms and spring constant.

TABLE 2. The composite spring constant and the calculation.

was extended. (ii) The central gripping unit released the pipe.
(iii) The extension units at both ends were extended and
the tendon mechanism exerted the force shown in Eq. (2)
in the right direction. (iv) The central gripping unit gripped
the pipe. (v) The front and rear gripping units released the
pipe. (vi) The central extension unit was extended and the
extension units at both ends were contracted. PI-RO II moved
forward by repeating the movements from (i) to (vi).

A camera is installed at the front of the PI-Ro II (tip of
the robot, on the right side of the paper) to capture images
of the inside of the pipe. When moving forward deep into a
pipe, the robot requires a large tractive force. By contrast, the
robot can generate a force when moving backward by pulling
on the wiring that is pulled by PI- RO II. Therefore, the robot
can use the wiring as a guide to move backward even if the
backward-facing camera image of the robot is not visible.

D. THE PATH MODEL IN BENDING PIPES
This section describes a travel path change model of PI-RO II
due to forces in the Yaw and Pitch directions when passing
through a bending pipe. The extension unit in the middle of
PI-RO II pulled the wiring at (iii), as shown in Fig. 2, and
pushed PI-RO II at (iv). Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the states
of (iii) and (iv), respectively when PI-RO II was subjected
to loads from the tractive and propulsive directions during
passing through a bending pipe.

Due to the tension ff acting on the towed wirings,
PI-RO II’s path is L1 when (iii). By contrast, PI-RO II passes
through the path L2 due to fg from the front when (iv).
Defining Lp = L2- L1 and le as the elongation distance of the

extension unit, respectively, PI-RO II theoretically passes
through the bending pipe without stopping when le > Lp. If
PI-RO II passes through the shortest path when (iii) and the
longest path when (iv), Lp is expressed by Eq. (3). Therefore,
we designed the extension unit to reduce Lp. Then, le was
designed to be larger than Lp.

Lp = θ (D− d) (3)

E. GRIPPING UNIT
Fig. 4(a) shows the prototype gripping unit’s appearance. The
unit used a straight-fiver-type artificial muscle [31]. When
air pressure was applied, the unit expanded in the radial
direction, beyond the pipe’s inner diameter and gripping.
When the applied air was exhausted, the unit returned to its
initial state due to the elasticity of the constituent materials
and stopped gripping. The unit was surrounded by a nylon
brush [32], reducing the frictional force caused by the grip-
ping unit contacting the pipe’s inner wall. Table 3 shows the
specifications of the artificial muscle.

Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) show the internal pressure and con-
traction response of the gripping unit, respectively. Air pres-
sure controlled by the proportional solenoid valve ITV2050
was applied to the gripping unit through an air tube with
an inner diameter of 1 mm and length of 0.8 m, which was
connected to an air tube with an inner diameter of 2.5 mm
and a length of 20 m via a rapid exhaust valve, as in a
previous study [29]. Fig. 4(b) shows that when 0.25 MPa was
applied, the internal pressure reached 95% of the pressure at
1.7 s. In contrast, when 0.25 MPa was applied, as shown in
Fig. 4(c), the maximum contraction amount occurred at 1.8 s.
Thus, when 0.25 MPa was applied to the gripping unit as
the upstream pressure for 1.8 s or longer, the internal pres-
sure increased more than 0.95 times while the gripping unit
gripped the pipe. The maximum contraction of the gripping
unit was 17 mm, which is almost constant at pressures higher
than 0.20 MPa, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
Fig. 4(d) shows the maximum static friction force of the

gripping unit. The maximum static friction force increased
linearly with the internal pressure. We considered that the
artificial muscle force pressing against the pipe increased
with the increase in pressure. The maximum static friction
force was 368.1 N at a pressure of 0.30 MPa. When the
applied pressure was 0.05 MPa, the gripping unit did not
expand more than the pipe’s inner diameter.

F. EXTENSION UNIT
Fig. 4(e) shows the extension unit. When air pressure was
applied, the unit extended in the axial direction, pushing
PI-RO II forward. When the applied air was exhausted, the
unit returned to its natural length due to the elasticity of
the constituent materials. Like the gripping unit, this unit
had a hollow structure. From the previous study [29], the
theoretical pushing force Fth of the extension unit is Eq. (4).
Note that the letters and values in Table 4 are adapted in
this model. The theoretical pushing force Fth0 at natural
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TABLE 3. Specifications of straight fiber type artificial muscle of the grip
unit.

TABLE 4. List of symbols and values for the pushing force model.

length is given by Eq. (5), and it is the maximum pushing
force. Referring to Eqs. (4) and (5), the outer diameter of the
pressure-receiving cross-section was designed to be large to
gain a large force.When the outer diameter was increased, the
travel path change decreased according to Eq. (2). Therefore,
the outer diameter of the pressure-receiving cross-section, de,
is 28 mm, approximately 80% of the pipe’s inner diameter.
de’ was 14 mm, allowing wiring to pass through the exten-
sion unit designed to be large to gain a large force. When
the outer diameter was increased, the travel path change
decreased according to Eq. (2). Therefore, the outer diameter
of the pressure-receiving cross-section, de, is 28 mm, approx-
imately 80% of the pipe’s inner diameter. de’ was 14 mm,
allowing wiring to pass through the extension unit.

Fig. 4(f) and Fig. 4(g) is the internal pressure and contrac-
tion response of the extension unit, respectively. Air pressure
is applied by the same method as the extension unit. Fig. 4(f)
shows that when 0.25 MPa was applied, the internal pressure
reached 95% of the pressure at 2.6 s. In contrast, when
0.25 MPa was applied, as shown in Fig. 4(g), the maximum
contraction amount occurred at 1.8 s. Thus, when 0.25 MPa
was applied to the extension unit as the upstream pressure
for 2.6 s or longer, the internal pressure increased more than
0.95 times while the gripping unit gripped the pipe. The max-
imum extension of the extension unit was 50 mm, which is
almost constant at pressures higher than 0.15 MPa, as shown
in Fig. 4(g).

Fig. 4(h) shows the maximum extension force of the
extension unit. The force increased linearly with increasing
applied pressure. When 0.25 MPa was applied, the extension
force was 123.2 N, which is almost consistent with Eq (5).

The measured values exceeded the theoretical values in some
conditions. As the outer diameter of the developed exten-
sion unit was slightly expanded, we could consider that
increased applied air pressure caused the outer diameter de
of the extension unit to increase and the inner diameter de’
to decrease, thus increasing the pressure-receiving area of
the air pressure. Hence, the measured value was consid-
ered to exceed the theoretical value when high pressure was
applied. The operation pattern of the PI-RO II was decided
considering the characteristics of these units, as shown in
Table 5.

Fth =
πP

(
d2e − d ′2

e
)

4
− (ke + kr + kb) x − FI (4)

Fth0 =
πP

(
d2e − d ′2

e
)

4
− FI (5)

G. ESTIMATED TRACTION AND TRAVEL PATH CONDITION
The traction was exerted during the transition from (ii) to
(iii) in Fig. 2. The steady state is shown in Fig. 5. Each
parameter is shown in Table 1, where F is the tension force
acting on the pulled object. Fig. 5 shows that PI-RO II was
presumed to move without slipping in F< (2 f a + fs) and
the gripping force f’ > (2 f a + f s). The maximum Lp
was 19.3 mm when the outer diameter of the extension unit
was substituted into the model of a path in a bending pipe.
Therefore, the maximum extension length of the extension
unit was 50 mm, meaning that PI-RO II could be expected to
pass through bending pipes by using the developed extension
unit.

III. DEVELOPMENT
This section describes the configuration and basic character-
istics of PI-RO II.

A. PI-RO II WITH AN ENHANCED LINEAR ANTAGONISTIC
MECHANISM
Fig. 6 is PI-RO II with an enhanced linear antagonistic mech-
anism. PI-RO II consisted of a head attached to an endoscope,
three extension units, three gripping units, and five spring
joints connecting these units: pneumatic tubes for driving
these units, tendon wires, and a wire for the endoscope for
visibility inspecting the pipe through PI-RO.

The joints connecting each unit of the robot are tension
springs. As in the previous study [29], the tension spring
bends flexibly in the bend pipe and stiffens when transmitting
force in the compressive direction to transmit force, thus
converting the actuator force utilized in PI-Ro II into traction
and propulsion force.

Next, the control method of the PI-Ro II is described.
The PI-RO II can move forward and backward by peristaltic
motion. The actuator force of the PI-RO II is not accurate as
a feature of flexible rubber actuators. However, it can propel
itself through bent pipes along the pipe path because the
PI-RO II is flexible.
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FIGURE 4. Appearance and Characteristics of Actuators Comprising Pipe Inspection Robot (PI-RO) II. (a) The gripping unit. (b) Pressure response of the
gripping unit. (c) Displacement response of the gripping unit. (d) Contraction of the gripping unit. (e) The extension unit. (f) Pressure response of the
extension unit. (g) Displacement response of the extension unit. (h) Extension force of the gripping unit.

FIGURE 5. The traction model of pipe inspection robot (PI-RO) II.

TABLE 5. Specifications of the straight fiber type artificial muscle of the
grip unit.

B. CHARACTERISTICS OF ROBOT
This section describes the purpose, environment, methods,
results, and discussion of traction and propulsion.

1) PURPOSE
The traction and propulsion of the PI-RO II with the proposed
enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism are measured. The
validity of the proposedmodel is verified through comparison
with the pneumatic characteristics of the extension force of
the extension unit and PI-RO with the linear antagonistic
mechanism, which the non-enhanced.

2) ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD
The traction and propulsion are measured in the same way as
in a previous study [29] as shown in Fig. 7. In the propulsion
measurement, PI-RO II is placed in a stainless-steel pipe with
a load cell on one side as shown in Fig. 7 (a). Then, PI-RO II
moves toward the direction of compression of the load cell for
150 s in the pipe, and the force is measured as the propulsion.
The load cell and PI-RO II are connected using a wire, and the
PI-RO II is moved in the opposite direction in which the load
cell is installed in the pipe for 150 s. The load cell connected
by the wire is pulled, and the tension force was measured as

FIGURE 6. Pipe Inspection Robot (PI-RO) II developed in this study.

the traction as shown in Fig. 7 (b). The sampling frequency
is 2 kHz, and 0.30 MPa is applied to the gripping unit. The
extension unit is applied at 0.05 - 0.25 MPa at 0.05 MPa
increments. The operation times shown in Table 5 are applied
to the PI-RO II.

3) RESULTS
Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows that traction and propulsion at
0.2 MPa were applied to the extension unit as a representative
sample. Fig. 8(c) and (d) shows the time series data of traction
and propulsion. Fig. 8(f) shows the relationship between the
maximum traction and the applied pressure.

4) DISCUSSION
Fig. 8 (a), (b), (c), and (d) shows that the traction and propul-
sion started to increase from the operation beginning and
reached a steady state. These forces increased while vibrating
until the play was removed. The force waveform then follows
a constant period while vibrating. The vibrations indicate
that PI-Ro II is periodically propelled, as shown in Fig. 2,
and that traction and propulsion are periodically exerted.
After a certain duration, the extension unit was almost no
longer extended, then the traction and propulsion were in
constant vibration. In-pipe robots driven by air pressure, like
PI-RO II, repeated a constant motion. Hence, we considered
that the force peaks were inflated, when the units at both
ends extend and decreased when the gripping units at both
ends were exhausted. The traction and propulsion increased
as the applied pressure increased. Both traction and propul-
sion increase linearly in force with respect to air pressure.
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FIGURE 7. Force measuring setup. (a) Experimental environment for measuring propulsion force. (b) Experimental environment for measuring traction
force.

FIGURE 8. Time series Pipe Inspection Robot (PI-RO)’s traction and propulsion and comparison of their maximum values. The traction and propulsion
data at 250 kPa applied to PI-RO with the linear antagonistic mechanism and PI-RO II with the enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism are described.
(a) Propulsion (a linear antagonistic mechanism). (b) Traction (a linear antagonistic mechanism). (c) Propulsion (an enhanced linear antagonistic
mechanism). (d) Traction (an enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism). (e) Comparison of the propulsion and the force generated by the extension unit.
(f) Comparison of traction and the force generated by the extension unit.

These results are similar to those obtained for the pressure
characteristics of the actuator. Therefore, we considered that
traction and propulsion could be generated actively. However,
there was a difference between the propulsion and the push-in
force of the extension unit. In the experiment, the extension
unit received a compressive force, which changed the outer
diameter of the unit and increased the pressure-receiving area.
We considered that compression force indirectly increased
propulsion.

Fig. 8(f) shows that when 0.25 MPa was applied to the
extension unit, the maximum traction was 146.1 N for the
PI-RO with linear antagonistic mechanism and 1.84 times
the maximum traction of 268.1 N for PI-RO II with the
enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism. The maximum the-
oretical traction was 145.1 N for PI-RO and 1.85 times the
maximum theoretical traction of 268.3 N for PI-RO II. There-
fore, the theoretical and measured values were close to each
other. Therefore, we believe that the proposed model is valid,
and the traction of the robot increased using the proposal
mechanism.

IV. EXPERIMENT
This section describes the passage performance test results of
PI-RO II with the enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism.

The test course was largely divided into two parts: A.
Basic pipe passage and B. Passage in pipeline simulated
in the factory, including a series of bending pipes over
a short distance, which failed to pass through PI-RO
with the linear antagonistic mechanism in the preliminary
experiment.

A. BASIC PIPE PASSAGE (HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL,
ELBOW)
This subsection describes the passage performance of
PI-RO II in the pipe constituting the pipeline simulated in the
factory.

1) PURPOSE
The moving performance of PI-RO II was verified in the
horizontal and vertical straight pipes and elbow pipes.

2) ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD
PI-RO II moves in a 2 m straight transparent acrylic pipe
installed horizontally and vertically with the ground and in
a 1 m pipe with an elbow pipe installed horizontally with the
ground. A video camera captures PI-RO II, and the passage
time is measured from the video images. The operation times
shown in Table 5 were applied to the PI-RO II.
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3) RESULTS
The speeds in the horizontal and vertical transparent acrylic
pipes were 3.57 mm/s in both cases. In contrast, the traveling
speed was 3.34 mm/s for the elbow pipe passage.

4) DISCUSSION
PI-RO II moved the horizontal and vertical pipes at the same
speed. Therefore, we believe that the traction and propulsion
of PI-RO II exceeded its weight effect. Meanwhile, there was
a decrease in the speed during the elbow pipe passage. Inside
the elbow pipe, the extension unit bent, and the extension
amount decreased. Therefore, the speed at which the elbow
pipe passed through the elbow pipe was thought to have
increased.

B. BASIC PIPE PASSAGE (HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL,
ELBOW)
This subsection describes the passage performance of
PI-RO II in the pipeline simulated in the factory, including
a series of bending pipes over a short distance.

1) PURPOSE
The passage performance of PI-RO II is verified in the
pipeline simulated in the factory, including a series of bending
pipes over a short distance.

2) ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD
Fig. 9 shows the simulated pipeline. The layout is simulated
as an actual factory piping layout. There are 5 elbow pipes
with a length of 4.5 m pipeline. The passage performance of
the PI-RO II is tested in the pipe from point A to point B
three times. The experiment is started by placing the head
of PI-RO II at a point 1 m into the pipe from point A.
The operation times shown in Table 5 were applied to the
PI-RO II.

3) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test results are shown in Fig. 10. PI-RO II consecutively
passed through the pipeline simulated in the factory three
times. The duration of the three tests was approximately
1250 s.

RI-Ro II passed through the pipes that PI-RO could
not pass through. Therefore, we believe that the proposed
mechanism is effective. The average speed of PI-RO II was
2.81 mm/s (3.62 mm/s per pipe length), almost the same in
all three tests, indicating a high reproducibility of this exper-
iment. Compared to the horizontal pipe, the moving speed
was 0.79 times slower. When PI-RO II propelled through the
piping, the frictional force and gravity acting on the wiring
increased. Therefore, we believe these forces reduced the
speed of PI-RO II. However, PI-RO II enabled passage in the
pipeline simulated in the factory, including a series of bending
pipes over a short distance. Thus, we expect the enhanced
linear antagonistic mechanism can realize the inspection of
long, narrow, and complex pipes.

FIGURE 9. The pipeline simulated in the factory with a series of bending
pipes over a short distance, which failed to pass through the pipe
inspection robot (PI-RO) with the linear antagonistic mechanism in the
previous experiment. The inspection tests were performed by a robot
from A to B.

FIGURE 10. Results of the passage test in pipelines simulated in the
factory.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF PI-RO II
The enhanced linear antagonistic mechanism enhanced trac-
tion. The designed extension units efficiently converted the
extension force into traction, enabling PI-RO II to pass
through the pipeline that failed to pass through PI-RO with
the linear antagonistic mechanism.

In this section, we present a numerical comparison of
the traction and propulsion of PI-RO II with robots oper-
ating on similar principles. We evaluated the traction and
propulsion based on the evaluation function of a previous
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of evaluation functions. Pipe Inspection Robot
(PI-RO) II had a 1.79 times higher HEI value than PI-RO in the previous
study [29].

study [29]. This evaluation function is dimensionless and
comparable to the mechanically available forces, even when
the scale and applied pressure of the robot are different.
Generally, the traction increases as the inspection distance
increases. Conversely, the propulsion depends on the shape
of the pipe to be inspected regardless of the inspection
distance. Therefore, the balance between the traction and
propulsion of the robot was also evaluated. The evaluation
function is shown in Eqs. (6), (7), and (8). Eqs. (6) and (7)
show the non-dimensionalized traction FDP and the non-
dimensionalized propulsion FDT, respectability. Eq. (8) is the
sum of Eqs. (6) and (7) representing the evaluation function
HEI in the previous study.

TheHEI values are shown in Fig. 11, showing that PI-RO II
had 1.79 times higher than PI-RO in a previous study
[29]. Compared to PI-RO, the FDT, and FDP of PI-RO II
were 2.28 and 1.28 times higher, respectively. Based on
the results above, we can expect the enhanced linear antag-
onistic mechanism to enable the in-pipe robot to perform
long-distance inspections, as the traction was significantly
increased. Although the propulsion was almost the same as
that of the previous study, the PI-RO II could pass through
complex pipes, as shown in Fig. 9. Thus, it is expected
that the PI-RO II, which was developed by generating both
traction and propulsion as active generation force by air
pressure, will enable inspection in long, narrow, and complex
pipes.

FDT =
FTra
A · P

(6)

FDP =
FPro
A · P

(7)

HEI = FDP + FDT (8)

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an enhanced linear antagonistic mecha-
nism increasing traction with high propulsion and flexibility.
Moreover, the design of the extension unit reducing the loss
by force for Yaw and Pitch directions from a bending pipe
from PI-RO II’s path change model was described.

From the results, PI-RO II developed in this study exerted
maximum propulsion of 146.1 N and maximum traction
of 268.1 N. The evaluation function value considering the
effects of the applied pressure and the inner diameter of the
target pipe of PI-RO II developed in this study was more
than 1.79 times compared with other related studies. Fur-
thermore, PI-RO II passed a 4.5 m long complex narrow
pipe containing two consecutive curved pipes three times
consecutively within 1250 s. These results indicate that the
proposed mechanism can realize inspection in complex and
narrow pipes over long distances.

The study showed that the developed robot exhibited sig-
nificant traction and propulsion, which are important for
long-distance inspections. However, this paper simulated a
sample of pipes installed in a factory due to the ceiling
height of the laboratory. In the future, we will verify the
long-distance inspection performance of PI-RO II by simu-
lating other piping shapes in a factory.
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